Set’s tips for success
Writing for set’s audience can be tricky. The rejection rate for articles is higher than we would like it to
be. The following set of tips is designed to help you craft a submission with the best likelihood of
meeting set’s aims and gaining support from peer reviewers.
Set’s subtitle is “research information for teachers”. We want articles that engage and enthuse busy
teachers and school leaders. Our aim is to support them to develop their thinking and practice as they
draw inspiration from robust yet digestible research. This is quite a demanding agenda. So, in the spirit
of helping a wider range of writers succeed, here are our tips:
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Keep it short and sweet: While our maximum word count is 4500 we prefer shorter
submissions. A busy teacher is far more likely to read a 2000 word article that focuses one
clear topic, cleverly synthesises key ideas, and centres on what practitioners might do.
Think carefully about the story you want to tell: First step back and take a bird’s eye view of
your project in relation to the education context of the day.
Keep implications for teachers and/or school leaders in mind at all times: Why will they
care? What will draw them into what you have to share? What can they do with it? How can
you make it both accessible and critical? What don’t they need to know? The answers to these
sorts of questions should guide your writing.
Keep it personal: How can you give your writing a personal touch and help readers to connect
with your ideas? Decisions about style and content can offer glimpses into who the
authors/researchers are and what motivates them. It helps if readers can see themselves in
the picture as well. Perhaps you could write using the first and second person. Consider other
ways to make your research findings come alive for readers.
Consider alternatives to the standard academic structure of ‘introduction, background,
literature, methodology, findings, and conclusion’: Could you structure your writing around
key ideas? Perhaps you could use a fiction device, or find a more narrative storyline such as
putting teachers’ experiences before (or woven throughout) referenced literature. Could you
write a Q&A interview…? This is not a definitive list of course but will give you an idea of the
type of creative thinking we are seeking.
Use exciting, self-explanatory headings: Please avoid headings such as “background”. What is
the idea, practice or conundrum a section will unpack? Use that to title it.
Use literature sparingly: Carefully select a small number of papers that support the key ideas
related to your topic. Put the ideas in the foreground and the authors in the background. 3-6
citations may be sufficient to tell your story and preferably these references will be accessible
to teachers themselves. If you believe a literature review is important can you put it within an
insert box at the end of the article and refer on readers who are interested in that level of
detail?
Keep the methodology short and simple: If your study is published elsewhere refer readers to
the original. Give the bare bones information necessary for readers to understand the basis
for your ideas and recommendations. Rather than an extended methodology section in the
centre of your article consider weaving it into the storyline or placing it in an insert box at the
end of your article.
Use visuals: What photos, diagrams, images, cartoons, student samples, etc could you
include? Be aware that we can only print in greyscale.
Use hyperlinks freely for our online readers.

